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Total Pitch Specification
for RHIC Helical Dipole Magnets

M. J. Syphers

July 31, 1997

In addition to the usual magnet parameter specifications, like effective length,
central field, and harmonic content, the helical dipole magnets for RHIC require a
specification of the effective total twist angle of the dipole field. The goal is a total
twist angle of 360 degrees. With measurements of the field profile of the slotted
coil design in hand – and with their excellent agreement with three dimensional
calculations of this design [1] – one can model the magnet to determine the amount
of twist required in the body. The procedure will be to use computer codes to model
the fields given by the present end design, and vary the length (and degrees of twist)
of the central field until the total field integrals

∫
Bxds and

∫
Byds along the axis

of the magnet both total zero. The question is how accurately do the fields need to
be zero, or equivalently how accurately does the effective twist angle need to be 360
degrees.

A first look at this problem has been performed[2] in which it was felt that the
twist requirement was very tight: 360◦ ± 0.1◦. This came about because even small
total twist errors can lead to rather large closed orbit excursions. For the Rotators,
this angle gave vertical orbit errors at the tolerable limit for accelerating through spin
depolarizing resonances.

However, since that time it has been realized that (a) the Rotators will be adiabat-
ically energized at storage energy, and thus will not play a role during the acceleration
through resonances, and (b) once at high energy even large (i.e., several millimeter)
orbit excursions should be tolerable during storage.[3]. Thus, the criterion should be
derived from tolerable vertical orbit distortions generated by two Snakes in RHIC
if left uncorrected, and furthermore, one must consider reasonable local orbit cor-
rections schemes. The effects of twist errors on the particle spin also needs to be
examined.
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1 Orbit Considerations

1.1 Uncorrected Orbits

It was shown in [2] that a total twist error 2ε through a helical dipole magnet (which
starts and ends with its field vertical) will produce trajectory errors at the end of the
helix of amount

∆
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2δε/π

0
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Furthermore, a collection of N of these errors distributed randomly among the helical
dipole magnets within the accelerator will produce closed orbit distortions with rms
values

yrms ≈
√
〈β〉γ◦

δrmsεrms
π| sin πν|

√
N

2
, (2)
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δrms εrms
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1 + (α◦ + 2〈β〉/L)2

√
N

2
, (3)

where δ ≡ B`/(kBρ) for a helix, γ = (1 + α2)/β at the helices (which is constant
in a lattice straight section), and ν is the betatron tune. RHIC parameters give a
0.2 mm rms vertical orbit distortion at 250 GeV from a total twist error of 2ε = 2◦.
The corresponding horizontal orbit distortion for this same rms error, however, is
about 3.5 mm. In a Snake arrangement, where the fields begin and end vertically, it
is the extra vertical fields at the ends of the magnets caused by the twist error which
generate significantly larger orbit excursions in the horizontal plane.

1.2 Local Orbit Correction

While the 0.2 mm vertical distortions are tolerable, the 4 mm horizontal distortions
caused by the Snakes will need to be corrected. Since horizontal orbit distortions
do not contribute significantly to depolarizing effects, the horizontal correction cer-
tainly can be made using the usual RHIC orbit smoothing algorithms. To obtain an
estimate for the required correction strength, we consider correcting orbit excursions
using two local correctors at Q8 and Q10 locations, for example (assuming, for our
argument, that these are horizontally focusing locations by this particular Snake).
Fig. 1 schematically shows the correction scheme.

The horizontal trajectory error at the end of a single Snake is due to the individual
orbit displacement errors, ∆, from each helix, and the cooresponding orbital slope
errors, θ, propagated to the end of the Snake. Thus,

θtotal = θ1 + θ2 + θ3 + θ4 (4)

∆total = ∆1 + ∆2 + ∆3 + ∆4 + L(3θ1 + 2θ2 + θ3) (5)
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Figure 1: Orbit Correction near Snake.

where L is the length of an individual helix in the Snake. For random twist errors
within the Snake, the expected rms values for θtotal and ∆total are

∆rms = δ0 εrms

√√√√4

[
7 + 11

(
B1

B2

)2
]

(6)

and

θrms = δ0 εrms

√√√√4

[
7 + 11

(
B1

B2

)2
]

(7)

where B1 and B2 are the field strengths (1.25 T and 4 T) of the outer and inner pairs
of helices, respectively, and δ0 = B2`/(kBρ).

Assuming that the amplitude functions at the Q8 and Q10 correctors are identical
and the phase advance between them is µ ≈ 85◦, then the corrector strengths are
found from the two equations(

θtotal −
∆total

F
+ θ8

)
· (cosµ− α0 sinµ) + θ10 = 0, (8)

θ10 · β0 sinµ = ∆total. (9)

Using these last two equations, we solve for the rms values of θ8 and θ10 and obtain

θ8rms =
√
a2∆2

rms + θ2
rms − 2a〈θ∆〉 (10)

θ10rms =
∆rms

βmax sinµ
(11)

where

a ≡ 1

F
− 1

βmax sinµ
· 1

cosµ− α0 sinµ
(12)
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Figure 2: Orbit error distribution for 1000 trial Snake assemblies – angle errors (left)
and position errors (right) immediately following the four helices.
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2
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]
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For RHIC parameters, and 2εrms = 2◦, θ8rms = 43 µrad, and θ10rms = 10 µrad at
250 GeV. At this energy, the RHIC correctors are capable of delivering 360 µrad of
bend strength. The above calculations are for orbit errors and their corrections at
250 GeV. Since the Snakes are kept at constant field throughout acceleration and
storage, the field strengths of the steering dipoles correcting these errors would also
need to be held constant.

The above correction scheme has been modeled with a Monte Carlo simulation
which gives similar results. For 1000 “trial” Snake assemblies, with 2◦ rms twist
errors distributed among its four helical dipole magnets, the necessary orbit corrector
strengths were computed which would re-center the horizontal orbit according to the
scheme described above. Fig. 2 shows the distributions in angle (left) and position
(right) errors at the end of the Snake. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the Q8 (left)
and Q10 (right) corrector strengths required to correct these distortions. The results
are in fair agreement with the analytical estimates.

It should also be pointed out that a residual twist angle of 2 degrees is equivalent
to a transverse field integral of

∫
Byds = 2εrmsB2/kideal = 533 gauss-meters.
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Figure 3: Corrector distribution for the same 1000 trial Snake assemblies using Q8
(left) and Q10 (right) steering dipole correctors.

2 Spin Considerations

One would not expect the small, localized orbit distortions and their corrections to
have much effect on the spin behavior of the proton beams. To verify this statement,
a spin vector was tracked for 2000 revolutions about each of the 1000 trial accelera-
tors. An “accelerator” was assumed to consist of two Snakes, one of which had the
twist errors from the trials above, and the other which was assumed perfect. The
horizontal orbit distortions from the Snake with twist errors were corrected with the
Q8 and Q10 correctors, and the effects of these correctors (vertical fields) on the spin
were accounted for. For each trial, the initial spin vector was assumed vertical, and
the distribution of the vertical component of the resultant spin vectors after 2000
revolutions is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen in this figure, the worst cases show
about a 0.5% change in the vertical spin component, but most of the cases are well
within 0.1% of the initial vertical spin direction after 2000 revolutions. The result
appeared to be qualitatively independent of the number of revolutions tracked.

The resonance strength of the twist errors can be computed by looking at the
effect of the errors as a perturbation to the nominal spin motion. To do so, the
following technique was used. For each of the 1000 trials, the spin matrix for the
orbit-corrected Snake was computed. Let the matrices for the helices with errors be
Mε,1, Mε,2, Mε,3, and Mε,4, and the matrices for the correctors M8, M10. In addition,
the spin is affected by the offsets in the quadrupoles Q8 and Q9 (we assume the
correctors center the orbit in Q10) through the matrices Mq8 and Mq9, and is also
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Figure 4: Distsribution of vertical spin component after 2000 revolutions for the 1000
trial accelerators. For each trial, the initial spin vector was vertical.

affected by the two RHIC bending magnets within this region via MB. Then the total
spin matrix for the corrected Snake is thus

MT = M10MBMq9MBM8Mq8Mε,4Mε,3Mε,2Mε,1. (14)

We define the perturbation matrix ∆M as

∆M = M−1
0,1M

−1
0,2M

−1
0,3M

−1
0,4M

−1
B M−1

B MT (15)

where here, M0,j is the matrix for the j-th helical dipole in the Snake without errors.
Thus, ∆M generates the contribution to the spin motion just due to the twist errors
in the helical dipole magnets. It reduces to the unit matrix as the twist errors go to
zero.

Now, if a vertically directed spin vector is propogated through this perturbation
matrix ∆M , then the angle between the resultant vector and the vertical direction
will be the amount of rotation per turn about a horizontal axis generated by the
perturbation. The resonance strength is then given by this angle divided by 2π.

The resonance strength due to a single Snake in RHIC with 2◦ rms twist errors
and a corrected horizontal orbit was calculated for the 1000 trials presented above.
The results are shown in the histogram of Fig. 5. The typical resonance strength was
roughly εres ≈ 0.008, and for 95% of the trials εres was less than 0.015. The spec-
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Figure 5: Distsribution of resonance strengths due to twist errors in a single Snake
for the 1000 trial accelerators.
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ification for polarized beam operation in RHIC is that total imperfection resonance
strengths be less than 0.05.[4]

3 Conclusions

From the analysis of orbit distortions and spin behavior due to twist errors in the
helical dipole magnets, it appears that a total twist angle of 360◦±2◦ is easily tolerable
in RHIC so long as the Spin Rotators are not energized during acceleration. Without
local correction, the orbit distortions from two Snakes in RHIC should give tolerable
(less than 0.2 mm rms at high field) orbit excursions in the vertical plane. While the
horizontal orbit excursions would be significantly larger (several mm), they are easily
corrected with the RHIC dipole correction system. The effect on the particle spin
from the twist errors and from the horizontal correctors is tolerable.

Since the total integrated “twist angle” is somewhat hard to define in a magnet
with real ends, it is better to set the requirement in terms of the integrated field
components through the helical dipole. A twist angle of 360◦ ± 2◦ in this regard is
equivalent to requiring | ∫ Bx,yd`| < 500 Gauss-meter for a central field of 4.0 Tesla
and an effective magnetic length of 2.4 m.
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